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Support

Glova is a European vacuum toilet system manufacturer and an important key player 
in the rail industry, offering engineering and consultancy for toilet refurbishment and 
overhaul. In order to ensure a stable and reliable service of the toilet systems, Glova 
is manufacturing a range of accessories for testing and avoiding scale build up.
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Solving problems

At Glova we not only manufacture our own brand of toilet systems and spare 
parts but for major toilet systems on the market. We also have a range of 
accessories and parts which each solve problems. Very old coaches might 
not have service air onboard and to solve this issue, Glova has made a small 
compressor unit. 

Another more modern issue is the wish to reuse the grey water as flushing 
water. Glova has a special information display with four pictures which is 
visible and for water saving frost system we have a thermostatic oper-
ated dumper valve.
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Information display

Grey water unit

Two major items are also solving big problems. The Glova pipe 
cleaning rig help keeping the calcium build up under control and 

thereby increasing the toilet system reliability.

The Glova Test Table on the other hand directly test and monitor 
the toilet module performance and insure that a toilet module 
not only just live up to the demands but that the performance 
are good enough to ensure a service life until the next service 

overhaul is due.

With expenses for handling, sterilizing and cleaning the 
toilet module often being the major part of the cost it is 
extremely important that the modules are performance 
tested and that it is documented that they are fit for a 
long period in service once they are going to be rein-

stalled.


